Week 14: Nov. 26 – Nov. 30
Reading
Genre
Objectives
Selections
Comparing Literature:
An Indian Summer
Day on the Prairie/On
Summer/Monument

Poetry
Essay
Poetry

Pages

Literary Study: Comparing
Structure/Comparing author’s
ideas/Analyzing line and stanza
Reading Strategy: Making inferences
about theme
Vocabulary: None

107-118

Assignments
Read and Write Book
___pages 108-109

“Before You Read” Activities

_________(points/grade)

___pages 110-117

Read (notes & margin activities)

_________(points/grade)

___page 118

“After You Read” Activities

_________(points/grade)

___page 329

Imagery Chart

_________(points/grade)

Writing
As you have been learning, imagery (pictures in the reader’s mind that the writer
creates through words) is the building block of poetry. Poetry without imagery would be
like math without numbers or tree without leaves. You have recently read and studied
four poems: “I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud” (pp. 102-103), “I Was a Skinny Tomboy
Kid,” (pp. 122- 124), “An Indian Summer Day on the Prairie,” (pp. 110-111) and
“Monument” (p. 117). You will choose one poem and write a Response to Literature
Essay in which you analyze a poem. It sounds harder than it is. Follow the steps as they
are given to you and you will be amazed at the writing you produce!
This week you will complete the prewriting for your essay. To begin with, reread the four poems until you are able to select one that you want to write about, complete
the “Responding to Literature: Poetry” exercise on the pages that follow.

High School Grammar Packet
___Group 13: “Capitalization: Titles, Organizations/Businesses, Languages/People
Groups, Events/Historical Periods”
_________(points/grade)
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Responding to Literature: poetry
\lVhen tests or teachers instruct you to "respond to literature," they want you to give your reactions
based on
the words that you read. This means that you need to refer back to the words that made your think/feel the
WAY YOU did. THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS AS LONG AS YOU CAN SHOWTHE
PART lN THE READING THAT CAUSED YOUR REACTION. You may respond to the form of the poem (the
way it looks on the page), specific words, or poetic devices such as imagery, metaphor, simile, alliteration,
assonance, repetition of words, etc. Use this worksheet to help you think, reflect, and respond.

READ AND THINK

NOTES ABOUT YOUR THOUGHTS

1.

Write down the poem's
Title:
title.What might this poem
be about?

2.

Look at the poem on the
page. What form does it
have?
(haiku, free verse, rhyme)
ls there unusual

capitalization or
punctuation? ls there a
pattern?
3.

Read the poem without
stopping to analyze it.
\Mat is your first
impression?

4.

Write down words your
don't know. Look up at
least 3 and write their
deflnitions.

5.

Read the poem again.
Who is the narrator? How
do you know? V/hat is the
tone (feeling) of the
poem?

6.

Look for poetic devices.
What images strike you?
Are there similes,
metaphors, alliteration?
Write down the words that
strike you and your put
quotes around them.

7.

Look for patterns. Watch

h'run&aHlie$eo6sti

n

g,

langauge. Ask, "What is
the poet trying to show
through this pattern?"
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8.

Look for changes. Do you
notice a sudden change
in tone, focus, narrator,
structure, or pattern?
Ask, "\y'Uhat has changed,
and what does it mean?"

9.

Find the crucial moments.
A pivotal moment might
be a small as the word
"but" or "yet". Such words
often act like hinges to
swing the poem in a
whole new direction.

10.

Check for understanding.
Look at the title
again...now what do you
think the poem is about?
How does it relate to the
title?

COPY YOUR POEM BELOW

Author:
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Week 15: Dec. 3 – Dec. 7
Benchmark Test 2
Assignments
Writing
1st: Graphic Organizer
Now that you know your poem better, it is time to organize your ideas and decide which
lines of the poem you will use in your essay. Using the notes on your poem from the
preceding activity, as well as your book open to the poem itself, you will now complete
“Graphic Organizer: Responding to Literature: Poetry.” Complete the graphic organizer
thoughtfully and carefully as it will become the “bones” of your essay.
2nd: First Draft of Essay
Using the graphic organizer as a sentence-by-sentence guide, write a 4-paragraph essay
that presents an analysis of the poem you have selected. Other words need to be added for
explanation, clarity, and transition, but the content portion of your essay is taken care of
with the graphic organizer.
A sample organizer and essay are provided so that you can see exactly what is expected
and possible. Note how there is a one-to-one correlation between the elements on the
graphic organizer and the sentences in the essay. Words are added to make the sentences
whole, thoughtful and connected, but you can tell which part of the graphic organizer each
sentence comes from.
When writing, be sure that you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use transitional words and expressions to help the analysis flow clearly from one
idea to the next.
Introduce all quotations from the poems with a short phrase—do not just “stick”
them in the paragraphs (see Essay Sample).
Avoid wordiness and unnecessary repetition.
Choose language that expresses ideas precisely and concisely.
Choose words and phrases for desired effect.
Vary sentence patterns for clearer meaning, higher interest and/or better style.
Edit carefully for correct spelling and punctuation.
Write complete sentences.

High School Grammar Packet
___Group 14: “Direct Quotation Marks”

_________(points/grade)
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Graphic Organizer Responding to Literature: Poetry
Paragraph 1: INTRODUCTION
!Introduction: State title (in quotation marks) & author of poem
!Form of the poem and what it is about:

!Thesis—state message of the poem:

Paragraph 2: Discuss imagery and poetic

Paragraph 3: Interpret the poem. Discuss

devices using quotes from the poem.

theme and personal reaction to the poem.
Use quotes; relate to your own experience.

Topic Sentence: List 2 of the above to talk about. Topic Sentence: Theme & your response

Fact/Detail (Device/Image #1):

Fact/Detail #1 – Theme:

Explain/Elaborate:

Explain/Elaborate

Explain/Elaborate:

Explain/Elaborate

Fact/Detail (Device/Image #2):

Fact/Detail #2 – Your response:

Explain/Elaborate:

Explain/Elaborate:

Explain/Elaborate:

Explain/Elaborate:

Concluding Sentence:

Concluding Sentence:

Paragraph 4: CONCLUSION
!Restate your thesis in new words.
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SAMPLE POEM FOR RESPONSE
Poem #7
By Emily Dickinson
The Heart is the capital of the Mind,
The Mind is a single State;
The Heart and Mind together make
A single continent.
One—is the population—
Numerous enough;
This ecstatic nation
Seek—it is Yourself.
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Graphic Organizer Responding to Literature: poetry
Paragraph 1: INTRODUCflON

rlntroduction: State title (in quotation marks) & author of ooem
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Paragraph
Discuss imagery and poetic
devices using quotes from the poem.

Paragraph
lnterpret the poem. Discuss
theme and personal reaction to the poem.
Use quotes; relate to your own experience.

Topic Sentence: List 2 of the above to talk about

lopic Sentence:
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Sample Poetry Analysis Essay
“Poem #7” by Emily Dickinson is a short, two-verse poem with an abab
rhyme scheme. In the poem, Dickinson compares a personʼs heart and mind to a
nation and suggests that each individual is as rich and complex as a nation. The
message of the poem is that each person is a world within him or her self—an
“ecstatic nation”—that is important, complete and worth exploring.
The poet uses both metaphor and personification to compare a person to a
nation. Her extended metaphor for a person is: “The Heart is the capital of the
Mind, The Mind is a single State.” Although this might seem like an odd metaphor
at first, what it really means is that people are like a nation because our hearts
and minds make us complete within ourselves. And also like nations, though
individuals are complete in and of themselves, they also must interact with others.
Dickinson also uses personification in the poem with the words “This ecstatic
nation.” Ecstatic means overjoyed or extremely happy, which adds emotion to the
metaphor of a nation as a person. These words make the reader feel that the
nation is human, which it is, because nations are made up of human beings.
These two poetic devices help create powerful imagery that reinforces the theme
of the poem.
Dickinsonʼs theme is that self-discovery throughout our lives is not only
important but necessary. Her theme is captured in the lines, “One—is the
population—Numerous enough.” From this, we are meant to understand that in
their lifetime, each person creates their own inner world, and it is worth exploring.
No matter how old a person is, there is always something new to discover about
oneself, so we should give ourselves time to do it. The part that rings the loudest
for me is, “This ecstatic nation seek—it is Yourself.” Her advice that it is
worthwhile to spend time alone and try to understand and know oneself better is
very good, especially in this busy world. I can apply her advice in my own life
because I still have a lot to discover in my own “nation” given how many
distractions I am constantly dealing with. It isnʼt easy to find time to be alone and
reflect on our lives, but it is important to do so for spiritual and emotional growth.
I really like the poem because it says a lot about life and self-discovery with
so few words. Each individual is a complex world, or “nation,” and we must learn
to be happy, or “ecstatic” within ourselves and not rely on wealth, popularity, or
electronics. When we go after this kind of happiness as the poem instructs us to
do, we will discover so much within ourselves and learn to create a better “state”
of existence.
Pacific Charter Institute English 9/ Fall Semester
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Week 16: Dec. 12 – Dec. 16
Assignments
Writing
Meet with your teacher to review your draft of your analysis of a poem. Discuss what
changes or additions you will make to your essay.
After you have made changes to your essay that focus on completeness and clarity, edit
the second draft of your analysis to fix any and all spelling plus grammar, mechanics and
usage errors. These may include but are not limited to:
• Make sure all sentences are complete. Recognize and correct sentence fragments
and run-ons.
• Make sure subjects agree with their verbs and correct unintentional shifts in verb
tense (time).
• Correct any misuse of frequently confused words (e.g., there/their/they’re; it’s/its;
except/accept)
• Check for end punctuation.
• Use quotation marks around the title of the poem and all quotations.
• Use commas to separate items in a series.
• Use apostrophe’s to show possession or in a contraction. Do not use apostrophes
just because there’s an ‘s’ in the word!
• Avoid slang.
The final draft of your analysis of a poem is due next week!

High School Grammar Packet
___Group 15: Letter writing format and punctuation

_________(points/grade)
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Week 17: Dec. 17– Dec. 21
Assignments
Meet with your teacher to review key assignments and your overall performance this
semester. Review the results of the second Benchmark Test.
Submit the final draft of your analysis of a poem (along with all the other steps of the
writing process from weeks 14-16) to be graded and placed in your writing portfolio.
_________(points/grade)
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